Motor skill learning consists of improvement in two main components: action selection and action execution. Although sports' coaching identifies reward and punishment as having important but dissociable effects for optimising motor skill learning, it is unknown whether they influence selection and/or execution. In addition, whilst current laboratory-based motor skill tasks have investigated the impact of reward and punishment on learning, they have failed to distinguish between improvements in these components. To examine how reward and punishment may impact selection and execution, we discuss their effects in cognition and motor control. We highlight several similarities between these results and those reported in sports coaching and laboratory-based motor skill learning. However, to fully understand these links, we believe novel laboratory-based motor skill learning tasks that allow the effects of reward/punishment on selection and execution to be examined independently are required.
Introduction
Humans possess a remarkable ability to learn new motor skills [1] . Underlying this ability is a complex network of systems mediated by numerous different brain regions [2] . The sensitivity of each of these systems is likely differentially modulated by the rewards and punishments that arise as a result of motor output [3, 4] . Although there are various heuristic rules in the field of sports coaching which are thought to represent the optimal strategies for implementing reward and punishment [5] , the scientific basis for these is not clear. In this opinion article, we examine the manner in which reward and punishment could affect specific components of motor skill learning and propose future experiments that may help elucidate some of the many remaining questions.
What is motor skill learning?
To begin with, we outline our definition of skill (Box 1). Motor skill learning is a relatively slow process that results in improvements in performance above baseline levels [2] . This improvement can be achieved through two main components. The first is through developing an overall understanding of the task environment in which learning what-to-do-when is critical (knowledge of facts), which we refer to as action selection [6 ] . The second is through increasing precision of the selected action, referred to here as action execution and measured by motor acuity [6 ,7] (Figure 1 ).
Reward and punishment within action selection
Thus, part of skill learning depends on knowledge-based selection of the correct actions [6 ], for example, learning to select a specific shot in basketball at the correct point in the game (Figure 1 ). Although action selection processes have rarely been studied in the context of complex motor tasks, there is a vast literature which probes action selection during cognition-based paradigms. Using a broad spectrum of tasks (economic decision-making, two-armed bandit, go/no-go, reversal learning), it has been shown that human participants can treat reward and punishment as distinct categories of events [8] . However, behavioural differences between reward and punishment are mainly observed during the process of choosing an action among a predefined set of options (e.g., economic decisionmaking task) [9] [10] [11] , rather than the process of learning/estimating action values through trial-and-error/reinforcement learning (e.g., two-armed bandit task) [12] .
For example, within economic decision-making participants consistently display loss aversion whereby they tend to avoid choices that lead to loss, even when accompanied with the opportunity to receive equal or larger gains [9] [10] [11] . In addition, economic and go/no-go decision-making tasks have revealed that action selection is biased by inherent Pavlovian biases which promote action towards reward and inaction in the face of punishment [13,14 ,15,16] . As a result of these biases, participants find it significantly harder to choose options which involve initiating an action to avoid punishment or inhibiting an action to obtain reward [14 ] . 
